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Samples of my writing:
The Right Tools
Emerging IT Challenges
Business Plan
Test System
Eight Reasons to Use Java
The Changing Face of IT
Consolidation
• Enterprising Skills
• Learning Opportunity
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Today’s IT Roles and Responsibilities
The Future of IT Roles and Jobs
IT Trendz Topic Diversity and Future
Direction
The Future of IT Project Management
Modernization Is an Ongoing Strategic
Activity
Traditional Modernization Is Vital
A New Way to Modernize Applications
Z Architecture Continuously Improves
Application Support
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Building a Compendium
for the Modernization
of Computer Applications
Modernization – the process of adapting
something to modern needs or habits
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Definition of Terms -- These Become My Categories

Compendium

collection of concise but detailed information

Strategies

plan of action,
policy or blueprint

Toolsets

programs to support tasks
from analysis and planning
to source-code conversion

Methods

specific procedure, systematic
or established pattern
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Motivations to Focus on a Modernization Compendium

Recent Experiences
traditional

non-traditional

Modernization Project
API Management with
with PathPoint Software
Software
"change the code"

"use the code"

Other Significant Modernization Projects
TABS

POs to PPs for CICS and IMS

Technology Refresh to Cloud
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Changes to the Code versus Adding a Layer of Function

Approaches
Traditional
inside

changing the code

Non-Traditional
outside

using the code

examples:

ecosystem example:

• replace VSAM KSDS with
DBMS
• web enable a web unaware
application

• microservices programs
• REST and/or SOAP APIs
• supported by API
management software
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Why Modernize?

Examples from users – they want:

• flexibility to query data collected by applications
• to use applications from the web and mobile devices
• a new way that supports changes needed to better compete in the
marketplace, for example to manage business rules
• changes to the application to be made available on a real-time basis

Designers and programmers want:

• the latest capabilities of their transaction server to build cloudenabled applications
• more advanced capabilities in the program languages they use
• support for a broader selection of programming languages for
databases used with their applications
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Next Topic Area is Strategies

Strategies

plan of action,
policy or blueprint

Toolsets

programs to support tasks
from analysis and planning
to source-code conversion

Methods

specific procedure, systematic
or established pattern
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What Sources and Methods?

Where can you find out
about modernization
strategies?
1. start with a sample of 30 or more documents
papers, articles, blog posts and websites
2. from diverse sources
consultants, bloggers, software developers,
technical consultants and marketers
3. to inform your work
strategy paper, high-level plans, proposals, pilots or proof of
concepts
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What is a Strategy? How is it Developed?
A strategy is a policy that describes the plan to move forward.
ü In this domain, the strategy describes the way that handling
an application’s modernization is going to play out.
ü There are a number of different ways that organizations
express their strategy, which are likely tailored to the needs
of a company so there is a cultural fit.
ü It’s an organization’s responsibility to develop its strategy
about application modernization.
Who can help?

Reading their papers from the web is a big help as they have industry experience.
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Thought Leaders Combine Industry and Technology Experience
Some consultants make
a living by being strong
in an industry like
financial services and
another area like
technology. This
analysis, Modernizing
Transaction Banking
(2017) is a good
example of how the
intersection of banking
and technology plays
out in leadership briefs
from Deloitte.
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Thought Leaders with a Focus on Technology and Research
In addition to the industryfocused consultants, there
are technology and research
firms like Gartner, Forrester
and IDC that develop
thought leadership in many
areas including application
modernization.
Even the simplest materials
on the web from Gartner are
stimulating and useful in
helping to shape a strategy.
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Simple but Useful -- What problem are we trying to solve?
In the Smarter with
Gartner post, 7 Options
to Modernize Legacy
Systems (2018),
contributor Susan
Moore writes, “If you
need to modernize
legacy applications, the
best approach depends
on the problem you’re
trying to solve” and
“replacement isn’t the
only option.”
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Many Others in the Mix with "Thought Leaders"
It isn’t just industry consultants and technology researchers that
drive application modernization strategy.
Many organizations have trust relationships with technology
companies and service providers and they leverage these
relationships to develop strategies that are focused on technology
and service solutions.
Imagine a two-column table where Column 1 has a list of problems
and Column 2 contains the suggestion of a tactic, product or
service that will address that problem.
This is a tempting way to approach an application-modernization
strategy—the non-strategy strategy.
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The Non-Strategy Strategy – a List With Proposals
Challenge
Users want to have flexibility
to query data collected by
applications.

Solution
Migrate key indexed files to a
database and provide prebuilt ad hoc
queries.

Users want to use applications Provide web interfaces that can be
from the web and from
used on desktop computers and
mobile devices.
mobile devices.
Programmers want more
advanced capabilities in the
program languages they use.

Update existing languages and make
available advanced functions that
were not previously implemented.

Users want the flexibility to to Implement software that places
better compete in the
business rules in repository that can
marketplace.
be managed by the business
community.
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The Non-Strategy Strategy – More Examples
Challenge
Users want changes to the
application to be made
available on a real-time basis.

Solution
Implement tools and methodology
that support continuous development
and integration.

Programmers want support for
a broader selection of
programming languages for
databases used with their
applications.

Enable the latest level of Db2 with
support for languages like REXX, PL/I,
COBOL, RPG, Fortran, C++, C,
Delphi, .NET CLI, Java, Python, Perl,
PHP, Ruby and others.

Application designers want the
latest capabilities of their
transaction server to build
cloud-enabled applications.

Enable the current releases of CICS
transaction server that provides cloud
support, enhanced metrics, additional
security, and DevOps engagement to
automate CICS deployments.
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Next Topic Area is Methods

Strategies

plan of action,
policy or blueprint

Toolsets

programs to support tasks
from analysis and planning
to source-code conversion

Methods

specific procedure, systematic
or established pattern
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Application Modernization Methods: What's Useful?
The starting point for any methods discussion is “What is it for?”
because the method will vary depending on the modernization
task at hand.
Variables impact the method:
ü Is the task small and simple or large and complex?
ü Is the effort a programming enhancement or something
much bigger like a new release of the application?
ü Does change to the application rely on the addition of
middleware or an upgrade to an existing piece of
supporting software?
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Application Modernization Framework to "Size Up" the Change
This framework
lists the variables
you should
consider when
implementing a
change to an
application.
It doesn’t suggest
a specific
procedure to
follow, so what
methods are out
there for use?
From Modernization Is an Ongoing Strategic Activity (2019).
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Commercial Checklists and Frameworks Influence Decision Makers
From

“how to” whitepaper:

A Checklist for Successful Modernization
ü Assess the current state of legacy systems
ü Select the modernization approach that
would be the fastest to deliver value
ü Rethink the architecture and prioritize for
simplicity
ü Choose the technology stack to deliver
optimal performance and user experience
ü Document for future system growth
ü Create a separate support and retirement
schedule for your legacy system
ü Budget for training and system updates

System Assessment
Framework
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Technologies analysis
Architecture audit
Code review
UI/UX review
Performance testing
Current requirements
and opportunities for
future growth

From Legacy System Modernization: How to Transform the Enterprise for Digital Future (nd)
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For Semantic Designs Tasks Are Backed by Methods
A tools and services company like Semantic Designs (2018) might simplify the
methods question by getting right to the modernization tasks.
•
•

•

•

•

•

GUIs/Webification - Commonly legacy green screen terminals need replacement and a GUI or a
web-style interface is desired.
Switching to Relational Databases - Legacy systems may use flat files or hierarchical indexed
databases. Better integration with the rest of organization, and easier code changes leading to
better business response can occur if the legacy databases are replaced with relational
databases.
Lift-and-shift - It may be the Operating System (or computer on which it is based) is the largest
legacy hurdle, and the application needs to be moved from the legacy OS to a more modern one,
such as Windows, Linux, or AIX.
SOAization/Microservices - One of the principal values of a system is the data it stores, and the
set of services it effectively provides. Legacy systems often do not provide any external access to
those services and data.
Rearchitecting - It is common that the architecture of the software has decayed since inception,
and/or that it needs to be reorganized to isolate the business logic from the data access and the
screen I/O.
Automated Test Case Construction/Execution - A key problem with maintaining any large system
that is undergoing continuous evolution is verification that the system continues to function
correctly after a change.

These tasks that one might consider, individually and in combination
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IBM Services for Application Modernization are Methods Based
The readily available material
from IBM lists modernization
topics that others don’t list,
such as AI, automation and
blockchain. They also focus on
agile, DevOps, microservices
and APIs so their emphasis is to
help you make leading-edge
change.
The services they provide
contain the methods they use.
For example, Rationalize the
Applications You Have (nd) looks
at which apps can be upgraded,
sunset or moved to the cloud.
That service uses a consulting
method. IBM also provides a
variety of Application Services.
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Proposal-Led Modernization
Some organizations hire companies to guide and handle their
modernization challenge. In Modernization: Clearing a Path to Success
(2010) the authors explain the process they followed for a client. The steps
were:
1. Identify the modernization problem to solve and the opportunities
solving it would bring
2. Categorize the approaches, for example, rewrite the application versus
buy a commercial off the shelf (COTS) solution versus modernize what
they already have
3. Get bids from suppliers for the different modernization approaches
4. Make an informed choice based on the success rates of different
projects by type
“For better or worse, the users get what they had before the
modernization project, but improved and less costly.”
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Next Topic Area is Toolsets

Strategies

plan of action,
policy or blueprint

Toolsets

programs to support tasks
from analysis and planning
to source-code conversion

Methods

specific procedure, systematic
or established pattern
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Application Modernization and Toolsets
Toolsets in support of modernization have a large role to play in
any organization’s modernization project or program.
In general, toolsets contain programs to support tasks from:
analysis and planning

source-code conversion

But examined more closely, many toolsets contain:
• procedures
• data
• skilled human support
to help them take on an even broader and important role.
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Toolsets as Part of Services
Criteria most commonly used for
comparing Application Modernization
Services tools.
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Toolsets Support Strategy and Methods Work
Strategy Work
•

•

•

When consultants help an
•
organization formulate strategy, they
typically call on the work that they
have done for other customers.
•
Consultants maintain databases for
past engagements that contains
artifacts like proposals, contracts,
project plans, status reports, project •
reports and metrics like start and
end dates, project risk and
remediation reports.
This data is used in many ways -improving your estimates, sharing
information about your project
success and reusing materials that
are common to most modernization
projects.

Methods Work
Toolsets play an even bigger role when
it comes to the method used to carry
out the project.
Method used for the modernization
will likely employ tools to help with the
goal of automating many routine tasks
when possible.
Obeo, on their application
modernization tools (2019) web page,
lists examples:
– Automated migration
– Redesign
– Reverse specification
– Quality analysis
– Migration checklist
– Mapping and Refactoring
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Toolsets via Product Features with Software AG
Comprehensive Capabilities For Application Modernization
Adabas & Natural provides a rich feature set to simplify application modernization:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Green-screen application modernization
tools let you automatically transform
green screens into modern Web pages
Mainframe data connectivity enables
you to access mainframe databases and
non-relational data systems
SOA enablement tools make it possible
to expose program functionality as Web
services
Application analysis features to analyze
and re-document old application source
code and assets
Mobile-enablement tools to integrate
green-screen and legacy applications
with mobile devices and apps
Legacy application integration features
integration of mainframe and AS/400®
application seamlessly with Java® and
Microsoft® .NET
Platform re-hosting features make it
possible to re-host Adabas & Natural
applications to another platform
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Toolsets via Product Features with Modern Systems
Mainframe COBOL Refactoring (a using COBOL to Universal (CTU) product)
Customizable transformation solution tailored to meet customer specific best practices,
maintainability, standards and requirements.
Recover
Refactor
Regenerate
Refine
The recover phase is a complete research and analysis project that outlines all conversion
candidates along with other application and database components within scope.
ü Components are classified and listed in detail
ü Notes are attached to components requiring special attention during the COBOL
conversion process
ü All application components are inventoried, classified by language, and cross-referenced
ü Missing components are collected and added to the inventory
ü Duplicate components residing in multiple customer repositories are eliminated from the
inventory
At its core, the recover process results in a complete understanding of the current
processing environment. This phase also includes discussing and reviewing the overall
system test strategy and the division of the converted code into work packets.
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Toolsets via Product Features with Semantic Designs

DMS® Software Reengineering
Toolkit™
... is a sophisticated set of
infrastructure and highly
customizable tools for
automating:
• source program analysis
• modification of source code
• generation of software
DMS/SRT (or just "DMS") can
operate at large scale, on
arbitrary mixtures of domains
(computer languages, e.g., C++,
Java, COBOL, SQL, HTML,
Verilog, ...).
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Beyond Strategies, Methods and Toolsets for Modernization
Consider this:
1. When you examine strategies, methods and toolsets and think of them as
part of a system, it becomes easier to see how they are used together to help
achieve a project or program for application modernization.
2. An effort to develop a strategy is use to kick off the process.
3. Once the targets for modernization are identified then one or more methods
are employed to carry out the project like converting files to a DBMS or
developing non-disruptive access to programs and data using APIs and
microservices.
Doing both of these types of projects (DBMS and microservices with APIs)
would involve different methods.
4. For every phase of modernization activity, a toolset should apply as there is a
role to be played for tools from strategy work through DevOps deployment.
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